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Childrens Earrings
Stainless Steel Daisy AB Crystal March Aquamarine Earrings - S6153WSTX
Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Dazzling in the light, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy AB Crystal
March Aquamarine Earrings are ideal for all kids. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings
have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of surgical stainless steel for
hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.
The daisy styles are a big hit with kids. With six crystals in each setting, this design captures the light at every angle. The Aurora
Borealis crystals sparkle with a iridescent multi-color effect named for the northern lights, and the aquamarine blue center
perfectly compliments the look. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material.
The grooved post provides a secure fit so they can wear them without losing them,. Beautiful and tough, they are also fine to
wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction
$15.00 $12.95

Gift Box of 5 Children's Gold Earrings - GB008
New for 2018! Five matching styles of childrens earrings for sensitive ears put together in one collection for your shopping ease.
Marked down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each separately. Here are 5 of our most loved children's
earring styles in gold, assembled for you in one gift box, perfect for every occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our most
popular styles of children's earrings that the kids love to wear.
The parts and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then given a thick layer of gold plating for
extra protection. These children's earrings are cute, fun, and full of character. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs
(clutches) made with the same surgical stainless steel material and gold plating. The grooved post provides a secure fit so they
can wear them anywhere without the risk of them falling out.
Like all of our earrings, each of these childrens earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against
sensitivity. If at any time the wearer develops a reaction, we will take the earrings back and refund you your purchasing cost. It's
very rare that such a sensitivity increase happens, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.
$50.75 $45.75

Gift Box of 5 Children's Gold Earrings - GB007
Excellent choices! Five matching styles of childrens earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one spot for your shopping
pleasure. Marked down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each separately. Here are 5 of our most loved
children's earring styles in gold, brought together for you in one gift box, ideal for any occasion. Each of the styles were picked
from our most popular designs of children's earrings that the kids love to receive for birthdays, celebrations, or just because you
love them.
Parents and grandparents alike appreciate the simplicity of the gift box method. It saves time over selecting them individually and
automatically gives them a combination of carefully chosen themes. Getting this assortment is like getting a whole week's worth of
different earrings -- a different one for each day!
The shape and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then given a thick layer of gold plating for full
protection. These children's earrings are cute and fun. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the
same surgical stainless steel material and gold plating. The notched post provides a safe fit so they can wear them anywhere
and any place without the risk of them falling out.
Like all of our earrings, each of these childrens earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against
sensitivity. If at any time the wearer develops irritation, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It's very
rare that such a sensitivity increase happens, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.
$52.75 $47.75
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Gift Box of 5 Children's Silver Earrings - GB006
Check this out! Five matching designs of childrens earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping
efficiency. Cut down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each one on its own. Here are 5 of our most
loved children's earring designs in silver, assembled for you in one gift box, excellent for any occasion. Each of the styles was
chosen from our collection of children's earrings that parents and grandparents have purchased the most.
Parents and grandparents alike love the ease of the gift box method. It saves effort over picking them individually and inherently
gives them a combination of similar designs. Receiving this assortment is like getting a whole week's worth of earrings -- a
different one for each day!
The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a mirror-like shine. These
children's earrings are fun and rich in character. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the same
surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a secure fit so they can be worn anywhere without the risk of them
getting lost.
As with all of our earrings, each of these childrens earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against
sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and
refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can
get your money back.
$45.75 $40.75

Gift Box of 5 Children's Silver Earrings - GB005
Wow! Five matching designs of childrens earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping simplicity.
Reduced down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each one on its own. Here are 5 of our most popular
children's earring styles in silver, assembled for you in one gift box, excellent for any occasion. Each of the earrings was chosen
from our collection of styles of children's earrings that the kids love to wear.
Parents and grandparents both love the simplicity of the gift box. It saves time over picking them one-by-one and automatically
gives them a combo of similar themes. Getting this box of goodies is like getting a whole week's worth of earrings -- a different
one for each day!
The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a mirror-like shine. These
children's earrings are cute and full of character. Each set comes with a pair of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical
surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a secure fit so they can be worn anywhere without the risk of them
getting lost.
As with all of our earrings, each of these childrens earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against
sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and
refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can
get your money back.
$47.75 $42.75

Gift Box of 5 Children's Gold Earrings - GB002
Five coordinated styles of childrens earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping pleasure. Reduced
in price down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each separately. Here are five of the most favorite
children's earring styles in gold, all in one gift box, great for any occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our most popular
styles of children's earrings that the kids love to wear.
The parts and post are made from a base of surgical stainless steel and given a thick layer of gold plating for super protection.
These children's earrings are adorable and full of charm. Every pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same
surgical stainless steel material and gold plating. The grooved post provides a safe fit so they can wear them in any
circumstance without the risk of losing them.
As with all of our earrings, each of these kids earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity.
If at any time the wearer gets a reaction, we will take the earrings back and send you your purchasing cost. It's very rare that
such a sensitivity increase happens, but if it does, you can be certain that you can get a refund.
$53.75 $48.75
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Gold Dolphin Earrings - JA237
Hypoallergenic Gold Dolphin Earrings: hypoallergenic gold earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold dolphin and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K
gold. Size: 8mm x 9mm (5/16 inch x 23/64 inch)
$10.95

Silver Dolphin Earrings - JA237-S
Surgical Steel Silver Dolphin Earrings:Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver dolphin and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 9mm (5/16 inch x 23/64 inch)
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Gold Scallop Shell Earrings - JA234
Hypoallergenic Gold Scallop Shell Earrings: hypoallergenic gold earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced
ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold scallop shell and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure
24K gold. Size: 7mm x 7mm (9/32 inch x 9/32 inch)
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95

Gold Dove Earrings - JA254
Hypoallergenic Gold Dove Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold Dove stud and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure
24K gold.
Size 8mm x 7mm.
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95
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Silver Dove Earrings - JA254-S
Surgical Steel Silver Dove Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver Dove stud and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 7mm (5/16 inch wide x 9/32 inch
long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95

Ice Cream Cone Earrings - JA169
Hypoallergenic Ice Cream Cone Earrings: hypoallergenic gold earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced
ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold ice cream cone and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of
pure 24K gold.Size: 5mm x 9mm (13/64 inch x 23/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Silver Ice Cream Cone Earrings - JA169-S
Surgical Steel Silver Ice Cream Cone Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced
ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Size: 5mm x 9mm (13/64 inch x 23/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95

Unicorn Earrings - JA214
Hypoallergenic Unicorn Earrings: hypoallergenic gold earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold unicorn and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K
gold. Size: 9mm x 9mm (23/64 inch x 23/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
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$9.95

Silver Unicorn Earrings - JA214-S
Surgical Steel Silver Unicorn Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Size: 9mm x 9mm (23/64 inch x 23/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Angel Earrings - JA161
Hypoallergenic Angel Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether
they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are
very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold angel and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K
gold.
Size: 6mm wide x 10mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Gold Bow Earrings - JA187
Hypoallergenic Gold Bow Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold bow and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K
gold.
Size: 9mm x 7mm (23/64 inch x 9/32 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95
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Silver Bow Earrings - JA198
Surgical Steel Silver Bow Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether
they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They
are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver bow and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 9mm x 7mm (23/64 inch x 9/32 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Gold Stem Rose Earrings - JA215
Hypoallergenic Gold Stem Rose Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold rose on a stem and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of
pure 24K gold.
Size: 10mm x 12mm (25/64 inch x 15/32 inch)
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95

Silver Stem Rose Earrings - JA206
Surgical Steel Silver Stem Rose Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver rose on a stem and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 10mm x 12mm (25/64 inch x 15/32
inch)
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
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Gold Carousel Horse Earrings - JA213
Hypoallergenic Gold Carousel Horse Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced
ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Carousel horse and post from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K
gold.
Size: 9mm x 10mm (23/64 inch x 25/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95

Silver Carousel Horse Earrings - JA207
Surgical Steel Silver Carousel Horse Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced
ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Carousel horse and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 9mm x 10mm (23/64 inch x 25/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Gold Butterfly Earrings - JA256
Hypoallergenic Gold Butterfly Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold butterfly and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K
gold.
Size: 12mm x 8mm (15/32 inch x 5/16 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95
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Silver Butterfly Earrings - JA191
Surgical Steel Silver Butterfly Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver butterfly and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 12mm x 8mm (15/32 inch x 5/16 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Gold Teddy Bear Earrings - JA184
Hypoallergenic Gold Teddy Bear Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold teddy bear and post Finding and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a
thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 8mm x 9mm (5/16 inch x 23/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95

Silver Teddy Bear Earrings - JA208
Surgical Steel Silver Teddy Bear Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver teddy bear and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 9mm (5/16 inch x 23/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Open Gold Heart Earrings - JA164
Hypoallergenic Open Gold Heart Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K
gold. Size: 10mm wide x 7mm long (25/65 inch wide x 9/32 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
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works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Gold Wide Solid Heart Earrings - JA267
Hypoallergenic Gold Wide Solid Heart Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced
ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold Solid Heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure
24K gold.
Size: 10mm wide x 7mm long (25/64 inch x 9/32 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Silver Wide Solid Heart Earrings - JA196
Surgical Steel Silver Wide Solid Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced
ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver Heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 10mm wide x 7mm long (25/64 inch x 9/32
inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95

Gold Lined Heart Earrings - JA239
Hypoallergenic Gold Lined Heart Earrings:hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
24K Gold heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure
24K gold. Size: 10mm wide x 10mm long (25/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
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Silver Lined Heart Earrings - JA194
Surgical Steel Silver Lined Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 10mm wide x 10mm long (25/64 inch wide x
25/64 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95

Small Gold Double Heart Earrings - JA219-A
Hypoallergenic Small Gold Double Heart Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with
pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel
earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find
that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Two overlapping gold hearts and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick
layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 8mm x 5mm (5/16 inch x 13/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Silver Double Heart Earrings - JA197
Surgical Steel Silver Double Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Two overlapping silver hearts and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 5mm (5/16 inch x
13/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95

Cross with Crystal Earrings - JA155-A
Hypoallergenic Cross With Crystal Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Genuine Swarovski® crystal set in a gold cross and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then
electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 7mm wide x 10mm long (9/32 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
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works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Small Cyclone Earrings - JA168
Hypoallergenic Small Cyclone Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold cyclone and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K
gold. Size: 7mm wide x 10mm long (9/32 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95

String of Stars Earrings - JA159
Hypoallergenic String of Stars Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Connected gold stars and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of
pure 24K gold.
Size: 7mm wide x 18mm long (9/32 inch wide x 45/64 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Small Knot Earrings - JA167
Hypoallergenic Small Knot Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold circle of a small rope-like twist and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a
thick layer of pure 24K gold.
Size: 9mm in diameter (23/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95
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Small X Earrings - JA181
Hypoallergenic Small X Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether
they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are
very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Small gold X and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K
gold. Size: 8mm wide x 8mm long (5/16 inch wide x 5/16 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in
preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive
ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on
creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally
safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95

Gold Plated Butterfly Emerald Earrings - S2005STX
Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Emerald (Sensitive)
Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Emerald Earrings
are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded,
notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection
against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.
These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It’s like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each
pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post
provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower,
bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
$15.00 $12.95

Gold Plated Butterfly Light Siam Earrings - S2007STX
Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Light Siam (Sensitive)
Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Light Siam
Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a
rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic
protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.
These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It’s like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each
pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post
provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower,
bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
Light Siam is similar to Ruby in color but a shade lighter.
$15.00 $12.95
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Gold Plated Butterfly Topaz Earrings - S2011STX
Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Topaz (Sensitive)
Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Topaz Earrings
are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded,
notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection
against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.
These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It’s like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each
pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post
provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower,
bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
$15.00 $12.95

Gold Plated Butterfly Blue Zircon Earrings - S2012STX
Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Blue Zircon (Sensitive)
Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Blue Zircon
Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a
rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic
protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.
These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It’s like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each
pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post
provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower,
bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
$15.00 $12.95

Stainless Steel Butterfly Emerald Earrings - S2005WSTX
Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Emerald (Sensitive)
Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Emerald
Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a
rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic
protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.
These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It’s like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each
pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure
fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
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$15.00 $12.95

Stainless Steel Butterfly Light Siam - S2007WSTX
Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Light Siam (Sensitive)
Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Light Siam
Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a
rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic
protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.
These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It’s like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each
pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure
fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
Light Siam is similar to Ruby in color but a shade lighter.
$15.00 $12.95

Stainless Steel Butterfly Topaz Earrings - S2011WSTX
Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Topaz (Sensitive)
Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Topaz
Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a
rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic
protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.
These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It’s like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each
pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure
fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
$15.00 $12.95

Gold Plated Daisy Crystal Earrings - S6004STX
Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and dainty, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy Crystal Earrings
are fabulous for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded,
notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection
against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.
These crystals in the daisy pattern are really fun. It’s like capturing a sunny, colorful day in each one. Each pair comes with a set
of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit
so anyone can wear them without the fear of them getting lost. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
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$15.00 $12.95

Gold Plated Daisy July Ruby Jet Earrings - S6725STX
Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy July Ruby Jet
Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a
rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic
protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.
These crystals in the daisy pattern are really fun. It’s like capturing a sunny, colorful day in each one. Each pair comes with a set
of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit
so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
$15.00 $12.95

Gold Plated Daisy with Light Rose and Fuchsia Earrings - S6023STX
Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy Light Rose and
Fuchsia Earrings are a favorite among kids. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a
rounded, grooved post for safe and secure wear the entire day. The base metal is constructed of surgical stainless steel for
hypoallergenic protection against irritation and then plated in 24k gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.
The daisy pattern earrings are a very popular with children. With six crystals in each setting, this design captures the light at every
angle. Each pair also comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold.
The grooved post gives the wearer a secure fit so they can be worn without getting lost. Attractive, yet tough, they are also safe
to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
$15.00 $12.95

Stainless Steel Daisy April Crystal September Sapphire Earrings - S6049WSTX
Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Dazzling in the light, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy April Crystal
September Sapphire Earrings are ideal for all kids. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings
have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of surgical stainless steel for
hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.
The daisy styles are a big hit with kids. With six crystals in each setting, this design captures the light at every angle. The April
crystals shine like tiny diamonds, and the sapphire blue center perfectly compliments the look. Each pair comes with a set of
earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so they can wear
them without losing them,. Beautiful and tough, they are also fine to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction
$15.00 $12.95
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Stainless Steel Daisy August Peridot May Emerald Earrings - S6085WSTX
Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Sparkling and darling, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy August
Peridot May Emerald Earrings are perfect for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of
the earrings have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for
hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.
The daisy pattern earrings are a huge favorite with kids. With six crystals in each earring, this design captures the light at every
angle. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The notched post
provides a safe and secure fit so they can wear them without getting lost. Beautiful, yet tough, they are also safe to wear in the
shower, bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
$15.00 $12.95

Stainless Steel Daisy Light Sapphire September Sapphire - S6399WSTX
Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Dazzling and cute, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy Light Sapphire
September Sapphire Earrings are perfect for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each
earring has a rounded, grooved post for secure, comfortable wear. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for
hypoallergenic protection against irritation and polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.
The daisy style earrings are a big hit with children. With six crystals in each earring, the style captures the light at every angle.
Each set comes with a pair of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a
safe fit so they can wear them without getting lost. Attractive, yet durable, they are also safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to
bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
$15.00 $12.95

Gold Plated Daisy with April Crystal and October Rose - S6410STX
Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and darling, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy April Crystal
Earrings are perfect for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a
rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection
against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.
The daisy pattern earrings are a huge favorite with kids. With 6 crystals in each earring, this style captures the light at every angle.
Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The notched
post provides a safe and secure fit so they can wear them without getting lost. Beautiful, yet tough, they are also safe to wear in
the shower, bath, or to bed.
Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest
quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and
components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product.
Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
$15.00 $12.95
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